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One more thing what we forgot from January: 

     Celebrating Marian‘s birthday 

The last day of January a big party took place at VMCM. 

Marian, a young boy, was celebrating his birthday. A lot of 

children came to join his party in the Mirror room. There they 

were eating a lot of cake and played funny games. Other children 

also used the VMCM equipment and played ping pong, billard and table football. 

Also the staff of VMCM was quite glad to have a party here because they were also allowed to eat 

some of the food. Delicious :-) 

 
Cooking Day (choco-crossies) 

Alex and Daniela were planing a cooking day in February, but what to do without an 

oven? Fast they decided that it has to be something sweet, what kids love. Propably 

with a lot of chocolate. On the internet they found a recipe for choco-crossies, 

what seems to be perfect for children- easy and fast to make with a great taste! 

To make the sweets we needed some kids to chop some nuts and cornflakes with 

Alex while Daniela was heating the chocolate. When it was melted we put in the 

chopped things. Everyone got a spoon to make small huddles with the still a bit liquid 

choko-crossies and the on or the other dissapeared int he childrens mouth. After 

this they brought it to the fridge and waited for it to get ready. Unfortunately 

they forgot an important ingredient: butter, for the crossies to solidify. 

All in all the crossies were still a bit liquid just like chocolate which was in the sun 

too long, but they were delicious and after some minutes all dishes were empty, so it 

was a big success, even with the small mistake! 

 

- Snowman – snowfight 
 

Holiday in school also means a holiday for the children who go to the English lessons at 
VMCM. In this case holiday looks like a lot of fun: Instead of studiying in the mirror room 
the class did something you could call „learning by doing”:
 The two EVS volunteers visited the children in the 

children’s home to have a big snowball fight! After an hour everyone was totally wet but to 
have a good end for this special english class a snowman had to be built. Finally the 
children and the volunteers had to stop enjoying the snow to go inside and relax in the 
warm house. 
Visiting the children home 

 

Activity: 

When the break dancers did not exercise, we occupied the 

mirror-room, and played Activity with lot’s of kids, who are 

visiting the centre almost every day. They loved the game, and 

were really creative, so probably we will repeat this game soon.  
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